Music or Foreign Language Teacher
Compensation Depends Largely on Qualifications
Competitive compensation of $34,200- $41,200 per 9 month contract
Part-time single special compensation of $9,200-$16,400 per 9 month contract
Job Type
Full-time or Part-time
9 month contract
Number of hires for this role
Looking for 1 Music Teacher
Looking for 1 Foreign Language Teacher (Spanish or French)
Education & Experience
•
Bachelor’s Degree (Required)
•
Wisconsin Teaching License (Preferred)
Full Job Description
We are a brand new Public Charter school being built from the ground up which
opened for the 2021/2022 school year, with a philosophy and vision much different from
the traditional schools throughout the state!
New Leaf Prep Academy’s Curriculum will focus on the whole child through highly
researched, hands on teaching philosophies and techniques, mainly the Montessori
Method. Hands-on learning is a proven way to keep students more engaged and
increase retention. New Leaf Prep Academy will be curating critical thinkers, problem
solvers, & self-motivated learners. Our holistic approach to learning examines all
avenues that will affect lifelong student success including each child’s academic skills,
such as math and literacy skills, but also their social, emotional and cognitive skills. A
minimalist environment free of technological distractions will aid in calming their mind
and body and enable them to focus on the lessons and material at hand. New Leaf
Prep Academy will feature low teacher to child ratios maxing out at 1:18 so students
can safely learn through trial and error. Sensory-based and self-directed learning
through nature exploration is a major component of our programming in addition to
learning practical life skills such as tying shoes and caring for one's environment.
Special teaching positions are part-time positions. Teaching a single special such as
Music or Foreign Language is part-time. Teaching both specials constitutes a full-time
position.

Foreign Language or Music may be taught by an educator at NLPA for additional pay.
Onsite Required hours for both positions are 10:00am-2:00pm. Lesson Planning time is
included in these hours and the majority of planning should be able to be completed
during this time. Music and Foreign Language will be taught to students in 4K-8th Grade
in 2-year age groupings of 36 students with studio teachers present. Student groupings
attend specials 1 time per week on the same day each week. Lessons should be
tailored to each age group as indicated by our Montessori curriculum.
MUSIC TEACHER
We are searching for a Music Teacher to join us on this revolutionary and exciting
journey! Our Music teacher will be challenged in implementing music curriculum that is
cohesive with the Montessori Method and Wisconsin state teaching standards by lesson
planning, progress tracking and leading small group and full group instruction while
maintaining a clean and purposeful environment that meets these curriculum
standards. Music History as well as Montessori Curriculum standards are provided.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHER
We are searching for a Spanish or French Foreign Language Teacher to join us on this
revolutionary and exciting journey! Our Foreign Language teacher will be challenged in
teaching foreign language to students in 2-3 year age groups by lesson planning,
progress tracking and leading small group and full group instruction while maintaining a
clean and purposeful environment that meets these curriculum standards.
Full-Time Employee Benefits Include:
Paid Holidays
Paid Vacation
Health Benefits
Retirement IRA: 3% employer matched
Education Opportunities
If you are looking to shape the future and inspire many creative minds to think outside
of the box this is your opportunity!

